INTRODUCTION TO SYMMETRIC SPECTRA.
LECTURE 2

1. Model ategories. Let C be a

morphisms:

ategory with three distinguished lasses of



 weak equivalen es, pi tured as
// // ;
 brations, pi tured as
 o brations, pi tured as   // ;

//

;

ea h of whi h is losed under omposition and ontains all isomorphisms in C. We say
that these lasses provide a model ategory stru ture on C if they satisfy the following
axioms:
MC1 Finite limits and olimits exist in C.
MC2 If f , g are morphisms in C su h that g Æ f is de ned, and two of the three maps f ,
g , and g Æ f are weak equivalen es, then so is the third one.
MC3 Ea h of the lasses of weak equivalen es, brations, and o brations is losed under
retra ts.
MC4 Given a ommutative square
f

A

// X
p

i
g



B

()



// Y

there exists a lift B ! X preserving ommutativity if either (i) i is a o bration and
p is a bration and a weak equivalen e, or (ii) p is a bration and i is a o bration
and a weak equivalen e.
MC5 Any morphism f in C admits fa torizations
f =pÆi
and f = q Æ j;
where p is a bration, i is a o bration and a weak equivalen e, q is a bration and
a weak equivalen e, and j is a o bration.
Remarks: (1) In axiom MC3, re all that a morphism f is said to be a retra t of a
morphism g if there exists a ommutative diagram
X

i

// Y

r

g

f



X0

i0

// X
f



// Y 0

1

r0


// X 0

su h that r Æ i = idX and r0 Æ i0 = idX 0 . An easy exer ise is to he k that the lass of
isomorphisms in any ategory is losed under retra ts.
(2) A map whi h is both a bration and a weak equivalen e is alled an a y li
bration by some people, and a trivial bration by other people. We will adopt the
rst terminology, sin e it is less onfusing (the se ond one may be thought to be related to
the on ept of a trivial ber bundle, when in fa t it is not). The de nition of an a y li
o bration is similar.
(3) Sin e C has nite limits and olimits, by abstra t nonsense it has, in parti ular,
an initial obje t ? and a nal obje t . An obje t X of C is said to be brant (resp.,
o brant) if the unique arrow X !  is a bration (resp., the unique arrow ? ! X is
a o bration).
(4) In axiom MC5, one sometimes requires the existen e of fun torial fa torizations
(with respe t to f ). However, one does not need this assumption to develop most of the
basi theory. My understanding is that in many of the interesting examples of model
ategories it is possible to prove the existen e of fun torial fa torizations by some kind of
set-theoreti al argument.
(5) The following omment is important. If (i; p) is a pair of morphisms in C su h that
for every ommutative square (*) in C, there exists an arrow B ! X whi h preserves the
ommutativity, we say that i satis es the left lifting property (LLP) with respe t to p,
and that p satis es the right lifting property (RLP) with respe t to i. One an prove
that
(i) The o brations are pre isely the morphisms having the LLP w.r.t. the a y li
brations.
(ii) The a y li o brations are pre isely the morphisms having the LLP w.r.t. the
brations.
(iii) The brations are pre isely the morphisms having the RLP w.r.t. the a y li
o brations.
(iv) The a y li brations are pre isely the morphisms having the RLP w.r.t the
o brations.
(6) In parti ular, in a model ategory, any two of the three lasses of morphisms determine the third one. The ase that may not be immediately obvious is that o brations
and brations determine the weak equivalen es; to see this, observe that o brations and
brations determine the a y li o brations and the a y li brations by remark (5), (ii)
and (iv), and then axioms MC2 and MC5 imply that the weak equivalen es an be hara terized as the maps that an be fa tored as an a y li o bration followed by an a y li
bration.

2. Examples and appli ations. First we list a few standard examples of
model ategories.
1) Chain omplexes. Let A be an abelian ategory with suÆ iently many proje tive
obje ts, and put C = Ch (A), the ategory of omplexes over A that are bounded on the
right. De ne
 a weak equivalen e in C to be a quasi-isomorphism;
 a bration in C to be an epimorphism (re all that a morphism f : A0 ! B 0 of
omplexes is an epimorphism in C if and only if fk : Ak ! B k is an epimorphism in
A for every k 2 Z);
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 a o bration in C to be a monomorphism whose okernel is a omplex of proje tive

obje ts.
It an be proved that this makes C into a model ategory. All obje ts are brant,
and the o brant obje ts are the omplexes of proje tive obje ts. There is a dual model
stru ture on Ch+(A) ' Ch (Aop) for whi h all obje ts are o brant and the brant
obje ts are the omplexes of inje tive obje ts of A; here we have to assume that A has
enough inje tives.
This example provides the bridge between homologi al algebra and \homotopi al algebra" (as far as I know, this term was introdu ed by Quillen and refers to the study of
model ategories). Vague remark: as the reader knows, one an de ne the derived ategories D(A) by lo alizing Ch(A) with respe t to the lass of all quasi-isomorphisms.
A similar de nition an of ourse be made for a general model ategory C: we de ne the
homotopy ategory of C to be the lo alization
C ! Ho(C)
obtained by formally inverting all weak equivalen es in C. This lo alization is de ned
by an obvious universal property, and yields something rather unmanageable. On the
other hand, the ategories D(A) (or, rather, morphisms in them) an be des ribed
in a di erent, mu h more on rete way. Moreover, if A has enough proje tives (resp.,
inje tives), it is well known that D (A) (resp. D+(A)) is equivalent to the homotopy
ategory of omplexes of proje tive (resp., inje tive) obje ts that are bounded on the
right (resp., on the left). These statements have natural analogues in the ontext of
general model ategories, as we will see a little later.
In some sense, one ould think of the theory of model ategories as a \non-linear
generalization" of homologi al algebra.
2) Topologi al spa es, take 1: Let Top be the ategory of topologi al spa es and ontinuous maps, and de ne a map in Top to be:
 a weak equivalen e if it is a weak homotopy equivalen e, i.e., indu es isomorphisms of all the homotopy groups;
 a bration if it is a Serre bration, i.e., if, for ea h CW omplex A, it has the RLP
with respe t to the natural in lusion A = A  f0g ,! A  [0; 1℄;
 a o bration if it has the LLP with respe t to a y li Serre brations.
[Remark: o brations an be hara terized somewhat more on retely as the retra ts of
the losed in lusions X ,! Y where Y is obtained from X by atta hing ells in some
order, not depending on the dimension of the ells. Su h an in lusion is sometimes alled
a generalized relative CW in lusion.℄
The three lasses of maps above de ne a model ategory stru ture on Top. Ea h obje t
is brant and the o brant obje ts are the retra ts of generalized CW omplexes.
3) Topologi al spa es, take 2: De ne a map in Top to be:
 a weak equivalen e if it is an a tual homotopy equivalen e;
 a bration if it is a Hurewi z bration (i.e., has the RLP similar to the one above,
but where A is allowed to be any topologi al spa e);
 a o bration if it is a losed Hurewi z o bration (i.e., is an in lusion i : A ,! B
as a losed subspa e and has the Homotopy Extension Property).
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This is also a model ategory stru ture on Top (rather di erent from the previous one).
4) Simpli ial sets. Re all that S and S denote the ategories of simpli ial sets and
pointed simpli ial sets, respe tively. De ne a morphism in S to be a
 weak equivalen e if it indu es a (weak) homotopy equivalen e of the geometri realizations (the reason the word weak is in parentheses is that geometri realizations
of simpli ial sets are CW omplexes, and for CW omplexes weak homotopy equivalen es are known to be homotopy equivalen es);
 o bration if it is a monomorphism in S ;
 bration if it satis es the RLP with respe t to the a y li monomorphisms.

Theorem: These lasses de ne a model ategory stru ture on S and also on S , and
there is an equivalen e between Ho(S ) and the lo alization of Top by the lass of weak

homotopy equivalen es.
This result is one of the ornerstones of algebrai topology.
Remark: The des ription of the model ategory stru ture on S given above is probably the most e onomi al one. However, the reader should know that there exists a less
expli it, but purely algebrai , des ription of the same model stru ture that does not use
geometri realization.
De nition: An obje t of S or S is said to be a Kan omplex if it is brant with
respe t to the model stru ture de ned above. See [GM℄, Ch. V.
Example: The obje t 4[n℄ 2 S represented by [n℄ 2 44 is NOT a Kan omplex for
n  1, ontrary to what one might expe t. The reason is that the maps
[1℄
! [2℄ ; 0 7 ! 0; 1 7 ! 1

k

f0; 1g
and
de ne an in lusion

k

f0; 1; 2g

[1℄ ! [2℄;

0 7 ! 0;

17 !2

4[1℄ 4[[0℄ 4[1℄ ,!i 4[2℄

whi h is ertainly an a y li o bration; geometri ally it looks as follows:
1111111
0000000
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111
0000000
1111111

On the other hand, for every n  1, let us onsider the standard in lusion [1℄ ,! [n℄
(0 7! 0, 1 7! 1) and the onstant map [1℄ ! [n℄ (0 7! 0, 1 7! 0), and form the pushout
' : 4[1℄ [ 4[1℄ ! 4[n℄:
4[0℄
4

Then it is easy to he k that there exists no morphism 4[2℄ ! 4[n℄ making the diagram

4[1℄ [4 _ [0℄ 4[1℄
i

4[2℄


'

//
77
p
p
p
p
p p

4[n℄
//



ommute, whi h implies that 4[n℄ is not a Kan omplex.
On the other hand, if Z is any topologi al spa e, it is not hard to he k that the total
singular omplex Sing(Z ), introdu ed in the previous le ture, is a Kan omplex. This
allows us to onstru t what is alled a brant repla ement fun tor. Namely, for ea h
obje t X 2 S , let
X : X ! Sing(jX j)
denote the morphism) obtained by adjun tion from the identity map on jX j. Thus we
get:
 a fun tor Sing(j  j) : S ! S with the property that Sing(jX j) is both brant and
o brant for all X 2 S ;
 a natural transformation
 : IdS ! Sing(j  j)
with the property that X is an a y li o bration for all X 2 S .
To nish our list of examples of model ategories, we brie y mention another useful one.
5) Di erential graded algebras. Let | be any ommutative ring. The ategory dg-alg+|
of nonnegatively graded DG algebras over | an be made into a model ategory by de laring the weak equivalen es to be the quasi-isomorphisms, the brations to be surje tions,
and the o brations to be the homomorphisms satisfying the LLP with respe t to the
a y li brations.

3. Symmetri -spe tra. Let E be a spe trum in the sense of the de nition
given in the previous le ture. We say that E is an -spe trum is ea h En is a Kan
omplex and the adjoint En ! HomS (S 1; En+1) of ea h of the stru ture maps S 1 ^ En !
En+1 is a weak equivalen e of simpli ial sets.) Note that another ommon term for
\ -spe trum" is \quasi- brant spe trum".
A symmetri spe trum E 2 S p is said to be a symmetri -spe trum if U (E ) is
an -spe trum, where we re all that
U : S p ! S pN
denotes the forgetful fun tor. We let
S pN  S pN and S p  S p
be the full sub ategories onsisting of -spe tra, and by
Ho( S pN ) and Ho( S p )
the ategories obtained from S pN and S p by formally inverting the level equivalen es (i.e., morphisms f : E ! F of spe tra or symmetri spe tra su h that fn : En !
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is a weak equivalen e of simpli ial sets for all n  0). Re all also that for our purposes,
Boardman's stable homotopy ategory is de ned as the lo alization of S pN by the lass
of stable homotopy equivalen es; all this ategory StHo(S pN ). It is obvious that a level
equivalen e of spe tra is also a stable homotopy equivalen e, and with this in mind we
state the following
Theorem: (1) (Bous eldN and Friedlander)
The fun tor Ho( S pN ) ! StHo(S pN ) indu ed by the in lusion S p ,! S pN is an equivalen e of ategories.
(2) (Hovey & Shipley & Smith) The fun tor Ho( S p ) ! Ho(S pN ) indu ed by the in lusion S p ,! S pN is an equivalen e of ategories.
However, S p is not the right ategory to look at, for many purposes. For instan e,
it is not omplete or o omplete, and it is also not losed under smash produ ts. Thus
we need to onstru t a model stru ture on the ategory of all symmetri spe tra whi h is
ompatible with the smash produ t in the appropriate sense, and su h that the asso iated
homotopy ategory is equivalent to Ho( S p ), and hen e to Boardman's stable homotopy
ategory. This will be explained later in the le ture.
4. K-theory of Waldhausen ategories, revisited. We brie y nish
up the dis ussion of the K-theory spe tra of Waldhausen ategories that the last week's
le ture was devoted to. Let C be a ategory with o brations (the de nition was given
a week ago). A sub ategory of weak equivalen es in C is a sub ategory
w (C)  C
whose morphisms are alled weak equivalen es and are pi tured as !, satisfying the
following two axioms:
Weq 1 w(C) ontains all isomorphisms in C; in parti ular, Ob(w(C)) = Ob(C)
Weq 2 Gluing lemma: given a diagram

Fn

B oo

oo A

// C

o

o

o


B 0 oo

in C, the indu ed arrow

B



oo A0


// C 0

[A C ! B 0 [A0 C 0

is also a weak equivalen e.
A Waldhausen ategory is a triple (C; o(C); w(C)), where (C; o(C)) is a ategory
with o brations and w(C)  C is a sub ategory of weak equivalen es.
Let us x a Waldhausen ategory C. A weak ago we have onstru ted, for ea h nite
set Q, a Q-simpli ial ategory SQC whi h roughly onsists of obje ts of C equipped with
jQj di erent ltrations and ompatible hoi es of all multiple subquotients. The key
observation is that if Q0 is another nite set, and for ea h
~n = (nq )q2Q 2 ZQ
0
we de ne
[Q0
~n0 = ((nq )q2Q ; (1)q0 2Q0 ) 2 ZQ
0 ;
then there is a natural equivalen e

S~nQ C ! S~nQ0[Q0 C;
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be ause a 1-step ltration amounts to no data whatsoever. In parti ular, for ea h xed ~n
we obtain a weak equivalen e of simpli ial sets

N w



S~nQC ! N





S~nQ0[Q0 C :
If we now let ~n vary, what we get is a morphism of (Q [ Q0 )-simpli ial obje ts in S ,
Y



S C 

N w Q

Q0

!

4[1℄

Finally, this isomorphism fa tors through
diag





S C ^S
Q

N w 

Q0



!

w

! N



S

w Q[Q

0



C

:



Q[Q0
diag N w 
:

S

C

Q[Q
The reason is that if m
~ 2 Z0 and any one of the omponents of m
~ is zero, the orre0
Q[Q
sponding ategory Sm~ C is the trivial one onsisting of only the zero obje t. Moreover,
these maps are obviously Aut(Q)  Aut(Q0 )-equivariant. These are the stru ture maps
for the Waldhausen K-theory spe trum K (C).
Re all that in the previous le ture we have de ned the (stable) homotopy groups of
any spe trum or symmetri spe trum E .
De nition: A spe trum or symmetri spe trum E is said to be onne tive if k (E ) =
0 for k < 0.
Theorem (Waldhausen): If C is a Waldhausen ategory, the K-theory spe trum K (C),
onstru ted above, is a onne tive spe trum whi h is moreover an -spe trum starting
with the rst term.
Note that K (C) fails to be entirely a onne tive spe trum for a stupid reason: K (C)0
is just the nerve of the ategory w(C), and does not have mu h to do with the other terms
in the sequen e that de nes K (C).
We will next state one more result. As a preliminary, we make the following
De nitions: If C is a Waldhausen ategory, the homotopy ategory Ho(C) is obtained from C by formally inverting the weak equivalen es. A fun tor  : C ! C0 between
Waldhausen ategories is said to be exa t if it preserves o brations, weak equivalen es,
and the pushout diagrams of the axiom Cof 3.
We on lude the dis ussion with the following
Theorem: Let C and C0 be Waldhausen ategories, ea h satisfying the following two
properties:
(i) every arrow an be fa tored as p Æ i, where p is a weak equivalen e and i is a o bration;
(ii) an arrow is a weak equivalen e if and only if it be omes an isomorphism in the
homotopy ategory.
Then every exa t fun tor  : C ! C0 su h that the indu ed fun tor
Ho() : Ho(C) ! Ho(C0)
is an equivalen e of ategories, indu es a stable homotopy equivalen e of spe tra,
K () : K (C) ! K (C0 ):
0
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(In fa t, K () is a level equivalen e starting with the rst term, be ause K (C) and
K (C0 ) are -spe tra starting with the rst term.)
The result is due to
[Cis℄ D.-C. Cisinski, \Invarian e de la K-theorie par equivalen es derivees", Preprint,
2004.

5. Why do we are about spe tra? Here I will not attempt to explain
why topologists are about spe tra (due to the la k of ompeten e). Rather, I will try
to say a few words about why algebraists should are about ategories of spe tra (and
related ategories), and about model stru tures on them. All of this will probably be very
vague, but hopefully explained in the future le tures. Moreover, many of the remarks I
will make have already been mentioned by Beilinson in his talks last quarter, but sin e
this mini ourse is supposed to be independent of those talks, I will repeat them.
First of all, let us agree that for us spe tra are obje ts that onveniently en ode the
homologi al information about the various ategories that we are onsidering. On the
other hand, spe tra an be seen as ma hines for produ ing sequen es of abelian groups,
mu h like omplexes | in fa t, for our purpose spe tra may be thought of as a nonlinear
version of omplexes of abelian groups, and the homotopy groups of spe tra may be
thought of as the analogues of the usual homology groups of omplexes. Of ourse,
the prin ipal example to keep in mind is the K-theory spe trum K (C) of a Waldhausen
ategory C, whose homotopy groups are the K-groups of C:
Ki (C) := i (K (C))
8i  0:
As this example already shows, we an not avoid working with spe tra even if we wanted
to: they provide essentially the only way of en oding all the higher K-groups of C into
one obje t with good fun toriality properties.
Another aspe t of Beilinson's work is that we have to work not only with spe tra, but
with sheaves of spe tra as well. Re all from M. Abouzaid's le ture whi h started this
mini ourse that the main goal is to produ e a formula for the determinant of ohomology
of a perfe t onstru tible omplex on a real analyti manifold as a produ t of \lo al
"-fa tors". This makes the appearan e of sheaf theory ompletely natural.
However, one has to be areful with sheaves of spe tra for the following reason. The
de nition of a presheaf of spe tra on any topologi al spa e, or even Grothendie k site D, is
the obvious one: it is just a ontravariant fun tor Dop ! S pN (or S p if we wish to work
with presheaves of symmetri spe tra). For a long time many people have tried to de ne
the ategory of sheaves of spe tra as a full sub ategory of the ategory of presheaves of
spe tra, but all these attempts have lead to rather lumsy theories. Jardine was the rst
person to realize that one has to adopt a \dual" point of view, explained below.
We rst illustrate this point of view in an abelian situation. Let X be a topologi al
spa e. In homologi al algebra (or algebrai geometry) one often has to deal with omplexes
of sheaves (say, of abelian groups) on X . Now a omplex of abelian sheaves is the same
thing as a sheaf of omplexes of abelian groups; let us denote the ategory of su h sheaves
by
ShX (Ch(Ab)):
In the lassi al approa h this ategory is a full sub ategory of the ategory
PreShX (Ch(Ab))
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of presheaves of omplexes of abelian groups on X . Now onsider the following lass of
morphisms in PreShX (Ch(Ab)):
(
)
for
ea
h
x
2
X;
the
indu
ed
morphism
of
stalks
S = f : F 0 ! G0
:
fx : Fx0 ! G0x is an isomorphism of omplexes

Easy exer ise: The omposed fun tor
ShX (Ch(Ab)) 

//

PreShX (Ch(Ab))

iii
iiii
i
i
i
ii
itt iii

PreShX (Ch(Ab))[S 1℄

is an equivalen e of ategories.
This implies that we an onstru t the derived ategory D(ShX (Ab)) as the lo alization
of the ategory PreShX (Ch(Ab)) by the lass of morphisms that indu e stalkwise quasiisomorphisms of omplexes.
Note that obje ts of D(ShX (Ab)) are \ma hines for produ ing sequen es of abelian
sheaves" on X , and thus D(ShX (Ab)) an be thought of as the linear version of the stable
ategory of sheaves of spe tra on X .
At least from the point of view of homologi al algebra, this is the main observation
that underlies the modern theories of sheaves of simpli ial sets and spe tra. Namely, the
ategory of sheaves is always onstru ted from the ategory of presheaves by formally
inverting the morphisms that indu e stalkwise weak equivalen es (in a suitable sense).
This will be explained mu h more expli itly in the future le tures, but at this point
I should say why model ategories turn out to be useful in this theory. The reason is
that in general lo alization of ategories is a mysterious pro ess whi h is hard to ontrol.
Probably one of the reasons Quillen has invented homotopi al algebra is that if the lass
of morphisms one wants to invert is the lass of weak equivalen es for some model stru ture on the ategory, then omputations in the lo alized ategory be ome mu h more
manageable.
This is espe ially so if the model stru ture satis es the stronger property of being a
simpli ial model stru ture (this notion will be dis ussed some other time). All model
stru tures that we en ounter in pra ti e will satisfy this ondition.
Finally, it is of ourse lear that in order to speak about model stru tures on ategories
of presheaves of spe tra one should rst understand model stru tures on the ategories of
spe tra themselves, and this is what we will on lude this le ture with.
6. Model ategories of spe tra. This nal se tion will probably appear
very dry, sin e it mostly onsists of statements of results taken from [HSS℄. The reader
should also be warned that the results on symmetri spe tra stated in this le ture and
the previous one onstitute only a very small portion of the results in [HSS℄.
Theorem 1 (Bous eld & Friedlander): S pN is a proper simpli ial model ategory with
respe t to the following three lasses of maps:
 stri t weak equivalen es, de ned to be the level equivalen es (x 3);
 stri t brations, de ned to be the level brations, i.e., morphisms f : E ! F in
S pN su h that ea h fn : En ! Fn is a bration in S ;
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 stri t o brations, de ned as the morphisms f : E ! F in S pN su h that the
indu ed maps

En+1

E0
[
S 1 ^En

! F0 and
(S 1 ^ Fn) ! Fn+1

are o brations (i.e., monomorphisms) in S for all n  0.
This is alled the stri t model stru ture) on S pN .
Theorem 2 (Bous eld & Friedlander): S pN is a proper simpli ial model ategory with
respe t to:
 stable weak equivalen es, de ned as the stable homotopy equivalen es;
 stable o brations, de ned to be the same as the stri t o brations above;
 stable brations, de ned by the RLP with respe t to the a y li o brations.
This is alled the stable model stru ture) on S pN .
De nitions: A proje tive o bration or a stable o bration of symmetri spe tra is a map whi h has the LLP with respe t to every level a y li bration (i.e., a
morphism f : E ! F in S p su h that fn : En ! Fn is an a y li bration for all n  0).
A stable a y li o bration of symmetri spe tra is a map in S p whi h is both a
stable o bration and a stable homotopy equivalen e.
An inje tive bration of symmetri spe tra is a map in S p whi h has the RLP
with respe t to every level a y li o bration. Note that the adje tive \inje tive" refers
to the lifting properties of the map and not to the property of being a monomorphism.
A stable bration in S p is a map whi h has the RLP with respe t to every stable
a y li o bration. Unlike the ase of o brations, a stable bration is not the same as
an inje tive bration!
The proje tive level stru ture on S p onsists of
 weak equivalen es = level equivalen es;
 proje tive (or stable) o brations;
 level brations.
The inje tive level stru ture on S p onsists of
 weak equivalen es = level equivalen es;
 level o brations (= monomorphisms);
 inje tive brations.

Theorem
3 (Hovey & Shipley & Smith): The proje tive level stru ture and the

)
inje tive level stru ture are proper simpli ial model stru tures on S p .
It remains to dis uss the stable model stru ture on S p . First we make the following
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De nition: An inje
tive symmetri spe trum is a brant obje t for the inje tive

level stru ture on S p . A morphism f : X ! Y of symmetri spe tra is a stable
equivalen e if the indu ed map
0 MapS p (Y; E ) ! 0 MapS p (X; E )
is a bije tion for every inje tive symmetri -spe trum E .
Theorem 4 (Hovey & Shipley & Smith): S p is a proper simpli ial model ategory
with respe t to:
 weak equivalen es = stable equivalen es;
 stable (or proje tive) o brations;
 stable brations.
This is alled the stable model stru ture on S p . We have equivalen es of ategories
Ho(S pstable ) ' Ho(S pNstable ) ' Boardman's stable homotopy ategory:
Post-le ture footnotes

Observe that X is a Kan omplex if and only if X is a retra t of Sing(jX j). Indeed,
the \if" dire tion follows from the de nition of a model ategory (namely, the lass of
brations is losed under retra ts). For the onverse, apply the lifting axiom to the
diagram
)

X
X

idX

// X

// 
Sing(jX j)
Sin e X is an a y li o bration and X !  is a bration (be ause we are assuming
that X is a Kan omplex), we see that there exists a morphism f : Sing(jX j) ! X su h
that f Æ X = idX , whi h proves the laim.
This argument is in fa t a spe ial ase of a standard tri k in the theory of model
ategories, known as the \retra t argument":
Proposition: Let C be a ategory and f = p Æ i a fa torization of an arrow in C.
Then:
(i) if p has the RLP with respe t to f , then f is a retra t of i;
(ii) if i has the LLP with respe t to f , then f is a retra t of p.




Exer ise: Prove this proposition and use it to dedu e statements (i) { (iv) in Remark
(5) after the de nition of a model ategory.
) Note that if En+1 is a Kan omplex, then so is HomS (S 1 ; En+1 ). This is just a

formal statement: the fun tor S 1 ^  obviously preserves a y li o brations in S , and
therefore, by adjun tion, the fun tor HomS (S 1; ) preserves brations.
) The stri t model stru ture on S pN only plays an auxiliary role in the theory of
spe tra: it is needed to de ne the stable model stru ture, but has no appli ations by
itself. The same is true for the proje tive and inje tive model stru tures on S p .
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)

The inje tive model stru ture is in fa t just an artifa t of working with symmetri spe tra of simpli ial sets rather than topologi al spa es. The whole theory be omes
signi antly simpler when one works in the topologi al ontext.
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